Curriculum Overview for KS 3 PMLD group- Year 3 Summer Term- Under the Sea
Communication

Citizenship

Objective: To develop personal means of
communication to express themselves and interact
with others.

Objective: To develop personal and social skills in
readiness to be a meaningful member of the
community.

On-going development of responding, interacting and
personal means of communication e.g. on body
signing, objects of reference, TOBIs, gesture, facial
expression, switches to make needs and choices
known, write dance and mark-making

Sharing a beach shelter
Sharing food at a beach picnic
What to take to the beach
Preparing as a family to go to beach- story
The Rainbow fish- story

Emotional and Social Well- being

Physical Well being

Objective: To ensure all feel safe, respected, happy, in
control and valued.

Objective: develop core strength, mobility, motor skills
and hand-eye coordination.

Exploring protective clothing for visiting the beach e.g.
using hats and sun cream.
Foot spas the recreate paddling
Tasting- fish, ice cream, candy floss, rock, fish and
chips- making choices and preferences

Ocean motion songs and dance- blue fabric, lycra
Under the sea movements- Disney
Paddling pool splashing
Swimming
Exploring different types of boats and transport at the
beach- through different physical movement such as
rowing, surfboard.
Mark making in sand

Curiosity
Objective: To broaden knowledge and understanding of
their world.
Create barrier reef sensory experience with lights,
hanging ribbons, music etc (NI PMLD CurriculumMagic Carpet ride)
Small world tray with sand, shells and sea animals
Tough trays full of water, shells, pebbles, sand and sea
toys- floating and sinking
Recreating the heat of the sun, cover a hot water
bottle in yellow paper and feel it
Light/ pulleys- Lighthouse keepers lunch

Creativity
Objective: develop and express their individuality
through the discovery and exploration of different
creative media.
Sand picture/ sculptures
Painting with sea weed (cabbage/ kale)
Sounds of the sea- waves, whale sounds, ice cream
vans, boats, sea gulls
Making a sensory star fish/ other sea creatures
Making sea animal out of jelly
Sensory/ repetitive stories- Commotion in the Ocean,
Shaun the shy Shark, Shark in the Park etc
Songs e.g. Baby Shark song

